
Dual U.S. History 2020 Study Guide 
 

Below is a list of topics that spans WWII to the Bush/Gore disputed election in 2000. These are covered in the 50-
question multiple choice section of the exam. Spends some time with these over the next few days. Many of the 
questions will be simply identifying an event (Great Society associated with…), others will require you to know the 
impact and the consequences (Tet Offensive led to…).  

 
World War II 

American attitudes toward involvement in the war 
Home Front 
D-Day 
Manhattan Project/atomic bomb 
Reason Truman used atomic bomb 
Axis/Allied Powers (including leaders of Allied countries) 
Causes of WWII 
 

Cold War/Containment 
The beginnings of the Cold War between US and USSR 
Explaining the causes of the Cold War 
Marshall Plan 
Containment 
Korean War 
Germany’s division and reconstruction 
Berlin Airlift and eventual construction of Berlin Wall (1960) 
Examples of the US involvement in world affairs  
Red Scare and Joseph McCarthy 
HUAC 
 

Postwar America 
The suburbanization of America following WWII 
Migration to Sunbelt states 
GI Bill 
Federal Highway Act (interstates) 
Prosperity following WWII 
Civil Rights Movement in the 1950s 
Notion of SAMENESS defining 50s and UPHEAVAL defining 60s  
 

Civil Rights Movement 
Goals of early Civil Rights movement and examples of actions that fit with these goals 
Struggles of latter half of Civil Rights Movement 
Civil Rights Act ’64, Voting Rights Act ’65, 24th Amendment 
Johnson’s work toward Civil Rights 
Grassroots efforts of Civil Rights Movement 
Role of TV in CR Movement 
Birmingham 
1968 
Impact of race riots like Watts and numerous others in late 60s 
The Warren Court 
The Great Society of Lyndon Johnson: what it was and its legacy 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Vietnam 
Background on US involvement in Vietnam 
Domino Theory 
Why the US became involved in Vietnam 
Role of JFK and LBJ in Vietnam 
Gulf of Tonkin Incident 
Draft and opposition to the war 
Tet 
Credibility Gap many Americans felt as war continued 
Impact the war had on LBJ’s political career 
My Lai 
Nixon and Vietnamization 
Nixon and Cambodia 
Pentagon Papers 

 
Conservative Resurgence  

Goldwater Legacy 
Southern Strategy 
Reagan Coalition 
Reaganomics and the 80s economy 
SDI 
Roe v. Wade and the beginnings of Religious Right/social conservative movement 
Culture Wars 
The PC: technology, entertainment, and 24 hours of news and sports  
The Mall and Big Box Retailers: consumption in the 1980s 
Reagan and the Cold War: nuclear weapons reduction, spending, Latin America 
Mikhail Gorvachev, reforms, and the end of the Soviet bloc 
Iran-Contra Affair 

 
Choose 3 of the following to write on for the final exam: 15 points each. You can answer all three if you wish. You need 
to demonstrate that time and planning went into what you wrote. It should not sound like you are making up a 
paragraph one sentence at a time. 
 

a) It started with a security guard discovering tape on a door and ended with President Nixon resigning in disgrace. 
Describe the events of the Watergate scandal that happened in between and how it made America lose faith in 
the presidency. 

 
b) Explain how an investigation into an Arkansas real estate deal led to the uncovering of the Lewinsky scandal, 

nearly ended a presidency, but never dropped the popularity of Bill Clinton. 
 

c) The 2000 election was an ordeal of recounts, butterfly ballots, red states/blue states, and chads of the hanging, 
dimpled, and pregnant variety. Make some sense out of the weeks following the election and explain how the 
Supreme Court decided the election. 

 


